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The Role of Labor

•

1n

the War Effort
··--...........
Mark Starr

HERE is no need to make verbal claims
about Labor's war record. The tremendous increases in production show factually that both Lab~r and. Management are determined to win the war. Some misunderstandings 1
and mistakes have been unavoidab.le because of
the complexity of modern industry in the continental area of the United States and the herculean task of switching industry over to a wartime
basis. Our generals can not, like Cincinnatus in
ancient Rome, leave the plow and put on the toga
of military leadership. Mobilization of manpower,
for example, is not so simple here as in Ethiopia.
The. Lion of Judah ~ad no need ~or Selective
Service Boards, but simply called his people to
the· col&rs: ..
1
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All. men 1 4 to Bo. years report, ·bringing spears.
Married men bring wives to cook and work.
Single men bring any .convenient woinan.
Men found at home wlll be shot.

And the postscript is that Ethiopia lost!
Nothing does more harm to morale than ignorance about Labor's w'a rtime record. The
uninformed shout for compulsory measures
without giving any evidence about its necessity. ·
Show. Labor a plan based on facts. Give it a
necessary and adequate share in administering
production, and its cooperation will be continued. This cooperation has quadrupled war
production since Pead Harbor. ·
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ABOR, a,ccording to the official reports,
statements, and statistics of the American
federation of Labor, has participated increasingly in home-defense activities, and over two
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million AFL members have enlisted as air-raid
wardens, auxiliary policemen, and in the scrapcollec~ion drive. The unions have an excellent
record .in the purchase of war bonds by regular
deductions from · their members' weekly p~y.
Their donations of blood to the Red Cross and
their generous contributions to all the war relief
activities make an im,e_osjug total of service:
~1.
Forty-six new~oldier-cities were bu'ili from i
scratch in record imt but this feat of union men
is completely f otten 'w hen a single union officer charges ex rtionate initiation fees. Union
~
members, side bylside with the Marines, fou~
ht
'
the Japanese in~
· ders in A~ ._fa~lfic isl.apµs of
Guam and Wak , and or;/e.r 1,100 umon me- '
-ehan~t&--are- pri
e* o Japani I t- was union . ·
teamsters who drdve 'the trucks on the ~u___ .
Road when it w._epen: · Uffl01:i....seamen daily
brave deadly submarine attacks with no limelight for their heroism. Production records have
been broken.
Labor leaders have made a vital contribution
· to the formation of practical policies by the
government. AFL and CIO representatives have
served as ·members -of the National War Labor
Board and, in an advisory capacity, they have
assisted the activities of the War Mag power Commission, the War Production Board, the Office
of Price Administration, and other key war
agencies. The combined War Labor Board, made
up of AFL and CIO leaders, meets from time to
time with President Roosevelt to work out plans
to mobilize the full str~ngth of Labor. ·
As the official journals show, the American
Federation of Labor took the initiative in adopting a no-strike policy and has rigidly applied it
to the extent of imposing strict discipline upon
constituent units, which have received much provocation to stop work. Naturally the record is
not ioo per cent perfect, but organized labor:has
cooperated in a better way than any other comparable section of the popuJation voluntarily.
MISREPRESENTATION BY THE PRESS

T

HE g.eneral public, however, has heard _all
too ltttle about Labor's war record. The
newspapers, usually hostile to the organized
labor movement and to such new government
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institutions as the National Labor Relations
Board; have preferred to play up strikes, controversies, and incidents that are presented as
examples of labor sabotage.
One typical case was connected with the
Western Cartridge Company of East . Alton,
Illinois. This firm had bitterly fought Labor for
many years.' After a series of moves to undermine the AFL uniqn ·in the plarit, the management fired the president of the u.n ion, Francis
Bunzy, on the allegation that he had entered a
"restricted area" ' in the plant. The workers
showed amazing patience and tried to reinstate
Bunzy by peaceful procedures. An Army commission completely exonerated Bunzy and
ordered his ' reinstatement. The management refused to ob~y the War Department and meanwhile refused to meet the union representatives
to negotiate the new contract · and settle their
grivances. The only resort left to the workers to .
meet the attempt of the company to smash their ·
union was . to walk out.
·
The newspapeni promptly branded the workers
as unpatriotic for stopping work just for the
discharge of one m~n. The American Federation
of Labor, in the interests of the war effort,
ordered the workers back to their jobs and asked
for action from the National War Labor Board.
Incidentally, evidence showed that the "offense"
of Bunzy in entering the "restricted area" was to
forestall a thr.e atened sit-down strike of girl
workers in one department, who were bitter because the company had failed to act on their
grievances. The newspapers made no attempt to
give the background of the case or describe the
mitigating circumstances. Such factual presentations do not lend themselves to headlines and are
not in •accot:d with the general prejudices of the
press magnates.
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f THE general public had a background of

knowledge about Labor, it would not be misled by misrepresentation and would be able to
place in proper portion the exceptional cases of
labor racketeering. But union virtues have no
gossip value. A Fortune poll in 1941 showed that
of the . general public only 26.1 per cent are
well-informed.about ~rade unions; !J4.8 per cent
are poorly informed, and s9.1 per cent are almost
totally uniformed. This despite the fact that the
labor unions have been front-page news and now
constitµte over ten million union workers largely
·
organized in the New Deal era.
Here is proof of the tremendous job that Labor
still has to do in the field of public relations.

treatment, but certainly the papers; which attack
the workers for asking that increases in wages be
made commensurate with increases in the cost of
living, should also be at pains to understand why
the workers feel ·that equality of sacrifice has not
been. fairly applied. The presidential limitation
of salaries to a maximum of $25,000 permits many
allowances, and' this limit only applies to salaries;
Every official table of wages shows that the
workers are not receiving "silk shirt" wages. The
.c urrent Monthly Labor Review $ives SS9·54 ,as
the .average weekly wage in August for all manufacturing workers, and their average work-week
as 42.8 hours. L. Metcalfe Walling of the U. S.
Qepartment of Labor r.e ported in September that
7.5 million workers receive 40 cents' or less per
hour. The U. S. Bureau of .Labor Statistics in a
recent survey shows that there is no big increase
in earnings. On the contrary:

Of course, the samplings made by Fortune may
not be truly representative, but they indicate a
dangerous lack of knowledge. More disturbing. is
the fact that the Fortune poll found out that even
union members and their families knew all too
little about the trade unions. For example, only
29.3 per cent knew that Murray heads the CIO
and only 5S·6 per cent knew that Green was the
president of the AFL.
,
High school students, according · to Fortune's
survey published in the November, 1942, iaaue,
are aware of the good done by unions, although
33.8 · per cent favored the idea ~t they had (
gone too far and should be closely · watched. In
defiance of Kiplinger and all .other reliable
Washington observers, the same group of high
school students, to the extent of 48.4 per cent,
thought that labor leaders should have less power
and s6.9 per cent thought that farmers should
have more. (The question might have produced
a different estimate if asked after the· Fann Bloc
in the Congress fought for parity.) The students
in their voting made a false distinction between
"workers" and "iabor leaders."

Twenty per ·cent of the families earning no more than
this year are making less than they did in · 1941.
Half of them are making lea than three-quarters of what
they earned last year. Nineteen per cent of the fami!ies
eamhig between $1,000 and $1,000 this year are ma1Ung
less . than .they did in 1941.

.$ 1,000

MOBILIZATION OF MANPOWER

WAGES AND HOURS

ONTRARY 'to press misrepre~ntation,
LabOr·d~ not object in the present crisis
to a longer work week but it rightly objects to
working overtime without -extra compensation.
ln the November, · 1942, issue of Fortune, again,
in an article ''.What's Itching Labor?", direct
interviews· are, reported with steel workers. The
steel workers are ·anxious to increase their work
week, but the companies stand in the way. The
article gives other illuminating reactions of the
men whose sweat and brawn and brain are
indispensable factors in this basic industrj.
In June, 1941, tlie American Fe~eration of
. Laoor gave a list of the increased salaries paid'
to industrial executives, a list drawn from government and business documents. While the freezing
of wages was being called for, business executives
were receiving considerable increases. A total of
14!J officen had received an overall increase of
26.8 per cent. Outstanding was the increase received by Eugene C. Grace of the Bethlehem
Steel Corporation, whose remuneration had g()ne
up from $171,224. to $357,714 (iJ1.9 per cent
increase). The· head of the American Can Company had an increase from $s1,ooo to $154,~
(over ~oo per cent increase) . . One of the vicepresiden~ of the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation
received an increase of 171.4 per cent. Of course,
there may have been justification for such special
1

unrepresentative circles. The fear of the repetition of mass unemployment is a psychological
factor. The majority of the soldiers, whether they
have been in unions or not, expect that their
standards of employment will be' maintained . in
anticipation of their r,e turn. Those who would
try 'to divide the workers in uniform from the
workers without uniform are doing a dis-service
to national unity.
Both the AFL and CIO have put- their suppo~
behind the various proposals to set up a unified
war output control to lessen the confusion of
authorities in the allocation of manpower.
Notl1ing would be more conducive to all-out
effort in production than a greater recogriition
of the trade unions by a more representative and
direct participation in the War Production
Board. The great danger of industrial conscription is that its application will not be made by
bodies having adequate labor representation. Sp
far, the dollar-a-year men and representatives of
big-business interests have been relied upon with
much resulting w~te and inefficiency. There is
no one in the American setup with the prestige
and power of Ernest Bevin in the British Cabinet.
Labor, as represented . by .the AFL and CIO,
should unite arid ·press for an adequate representation both to secure vitality for victory and
for tackling post"war problems.

N THE matter of mobilization of manpower
Labor's position is clear. Perhaps m6re than
any other section of -the community, it realizes
what is at stake in the war and is united with
UN10N-MANAGEMENT CooPERA'QON
enlightened management in its desire to smash
NSIDE many plants, union-management CO.
Hitlerism. Granted this willingness to cooperate,
operation }?.as been successfully set up. The
~hat Labor. requires is a correct picture of the ·
War Production Board, which has taken pains to
.need for manpower in relatiOn to the surplus
institute such committees, reports that 1650 commanpower which; for various. reasons, has not
mittees are functionfog, covering 5,200,000
yet been util~ed. These people who shortworkers. 1 Of course before the war intelligent
sightedly shc;mt for compulsion as a first measure.
employers had met with intelligent union leaden
aie, in my opinion, behaving danger~usly. . If
there . is compulsory registration and mobiliza- l and develope~ such plans. We may hope that
such cooperation will continue after the war in
tion, that can be safely carried through only as a
final measure and as a part of the planned in- · order to advance industrial democracy.
However, this progressive trend should not be
temgent utilization' of all resources. Most of the
exaggerated. Many of the trade,union leaders,
people who shout for compulsion do not- recog·
particularly in the auto industry, · have ,been disnize the need for this indispensable planning.
gusted With the run-around which has been given
Labor believes that before :any resort to com· them in the setting up of these committt:eS.
pulsion is made, cooperative procedures should
Shortsigh~ed employers have not yet become
be exhausted because it feels that this will mean
accustomed to working with the trade unions,
increased production which the nation needs.
and even when they comply with the letter of
Some allowance should be made for the fact
the recommendations made by the War Prothat during the depression workers unable to
duction Board, they deny the spirit and intent
find jobs were sneered at as shirkers. They were
humiliated in a thousand and one ways. It would
1
See the O.W.I. Victory, November 10, and the WPB
be foolish to expect them to have forgotten this \ Bulletins, and iu pamphlet r6oo Labor-Management Comand not to contrast it with the general compulmittees, for what has bee11 done to improve morale and
speed up production.
'
·
sion to work by which they are threatened in
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of the recommendations. Unfortunately some of
the employers fear lest the unions become too
powerful. There has been a continuing weakness
resulting from the fact that Washington has not
secured delegates and representatives from the
labor movement in · all the national and local
bodies engaged in production and defense. Labor
has contributed many valuable ideas which, if
accepted, would have solved difficulties. The
Auto Workers' Union championed for many
months the conversion of auto plants to the production of planes and tanks. Labor leaders Championed the bits-and-pieces plan whereby each city
should be treated as a production unit and all
the plants, large and small, be organized to make
component parts to be assembled in the finished
product. Philip Murray advocated for many
months the setting up of an industrial council
for each industry in which labor and capital
would meet .as equal partners to make their plans
for increasing productivity. Plans for .oil, garments, and retail distribution have been proposed
by unions , in their particular fields. 1 An article,
'~Dieppe and the Factories," in the New Statesman and Nation for August 29, 1942, gives 'some
startling instances of how such joint committees
improved production in Britain.

1

This includes interference on the part of management,
as welll Numerous complaints have been piling up at
various union headquarters from locals charging that
workers' efforts to improve production ·have been hampered and held. back- by an "unrealistic" attitude of indifferent, of incompetent management. Several strikes have
taken place in an effort to bring instances to the attention
of government. In one Ohio plant the union employed a
time-study engineer who demonstrated that production
could be increased 25 per cent per day through changes
in production lines and methods at no cost to the manufacturer. •
The employer, holder of a government cost-plus contract, refused to make the changes and cur~ the union
for "trying to tell me how to run my business.'' Fortunately,
few American firms take this attitude. Labor-management
committees, sponsored by WPB, are working together to
eliminate bottlenecks and increase volume in literally
thousands of U. S. factories.

Have you heard dramatized to the public the basic
fact that where our production falls below schedule the
lack of machine tools still stands in the front rank of
causes, shortages of materials, in the second rank, millions
of man-days lost through occupational deaths and accidents in the third rank-many times the production lost
through strikes, which doesn't even show compared to
the total lost production from these three?'

STRIKES AND STOPPAGES

T WOULD be an insult to intelligence to deal
·in detail with the allegations made against the
unio~s about disrupting production by strikes
and unwarranted stoppages. Quotations can be
made from many sources to refute accusations
based upon isolated and exceptional cases of
wildcat strikes. The National Association of
In one factory, the Production Committee has organized
Manufacturers has been publicly rebuked by W.
production teams, including workers from both day and
H. Davis arid others qualified to give an opinion. 8
night shifts, for the special purpose of eliminating the
dissensions which normally arise between the two shifts.
The surprise is that there have not been more
As a resu"Jt, the time taken for a particular job has been
strikes, because foremen and managers as well as
brought down from about soo hours to 91 hours. In
the new unions have had to improve grievance
another, the Committee has established special training
procedure under difficult conditions. Collective
departments for newly engaged women workers to enable
bargaining has not yet had time to become a
them ' to learn the job before going on to production. As
a result of this institution, work in the machine shop of
habit. In a nationwide broadcast on September
a single factory was speeded up to such an extent that it
19, Frank Fenton, AFL organizer, John R. Steel;
had completed two-thirds of the contract before · other
man,
of the U. S. Conciliation Service, and W. H.
departments had completed one-tenth. In another factory,
Davis, of the National War Labor Board, de-l
by organizing shop meetings at which workers, alleged
scribed how 2,boo strikes are stopped for one
not to be pulling their · weight, were subjected to constructive but candid and public ·criticism by their fello"IV
that happens. Secretary of Labor Perkins states
workers, the production of an important bomber com- ) that one-tenth of one per cent of working i:ime
ponent was doubled.
has been lost through strikes since Pearl. Harbor. ·
Later repoi:ts received quote an in.crease of
Misallocation of contracts to areas with a
500 per cent attained in six months in an imporshortage of labor, failure to spread contracts over
tant London arms factory.
the smaller plants, monopolies by patents, bottleHere in the United States after the opening of
.necks in the supply of raw materials, failure to
- the front in North Africa, the International
use available and potential labor power, absenteeMachinists Union and other groups in the metal
ism due to bad housing and health conditions,
the high accident rate-these and not the few
•See "booklet Five Hundr~d Planes a Day ,b y Walter P.
highly publicized wildcat strikes are the real
Reuther; the production plans of the Unite« Steel Workobstacles to all-out production. It may be noted
ers; the CIO Pamphlets, War Production; the ILGWU
booklet, Labor Defends America; and the labor manual
that from Pearl Harbor to November 15, 44,500
for increasing war production; Produce for Victory, issued
workers have been killed by industrial accidents
by the Federation of Architects, Engineers, Chemists and
Technicians.

as compared to 5,694 reported killed in the
United States armed forces.
But as L. Metcalfe Walling, wage-hour aqministrator, said:

trades urged that new production records be
set and that all interference with production be
promptly reported.

I

1

See WPB leaflet and PM of September go, 1942.

1

All strikes can not be blamed on the unions.
·' Colonel Lewis Sanders, Director of Selective
Service's re-employment division, recently t9ld a
Senate Committee that So per cent of our labor
troubles "have their basic origin in management.''
Labor's record shows that it is willing sincerely
to apply equality .of sacrifice. However, that <:foes
not mean that in the face of rising prices and
rising profits, it should allow wages to remain
unchanged. ·It also must resist the attacks of
those reactionary forces who think that the war
is their great chance to destroy all the advances
made under the New Deal.,

Ji

T ABOR's whole-hearted cooperation in the
.L war effort has been described by those in a .

1

position to know. The Commander-in-Chief m
his message on Labor Day, 1942, said:
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That record, in terms of tanks, planes, ships and guns,
is a good one, But while we are proud of this production
record, we cannot be satisfied with it.
,
We must continue to break our own records. For we can
never be satisfied until we have produced the last tank,
the last war plane, the last warship and the last gun that
we must have to crush the Axis.
Labor has made many sacrifices for the supreme war
effort of our country.
It has given up the right to strike.
It has forfeited many of the advantages it might have
gained by the full use of its economic power.
It has given up its ·young men to the fighting forces.
It has led in every sacrifice and evc.ry endeavor that is
necessary for victory.
But I do not wish to dwell on such sacrifices. For labor
makes them willingly and without stint-and will make
many more before the war is won.
But at the same time labor insists that its sacrifices
shall not be in vain through failure of others to do their
share.
Wage stabilization by itself is not enough. It must be .
accompanied by a tax program based on ability to paytaxation that will place a proper share of war burdens on
profits and surplus wealth, and that will not soak the
poor to spare the rich.
It must be accompanied by really effective price control
over the necessities of life, and by widespread democratic
rationing to insure to all our population their fair share
of available goods.
And labor will insist that the wages and conditions of
our working people are such as .to assure their maximum
health, efficiency and morale for their basic tasks of war
production.

For the AFl., President William.Green declared:

Happily, our good right arm is strong and growing
stronger. In our own country, in the countries of our ·
brother allies, the people who live by the sweat of their
brows have risen mightily to the challenge of the struggle.
They have given their sons to the military services. They
· have stoked the furnaces and hurried the factory wheels.
They have made the planes and welded the tanks, riveted
the ships and rolled the shells. Production 'of war materials
here is now the greatest in our history, but it is not yet
enough. It will be greater still.
This is an appropriate occasion to express my appreciation to the working people of the United States for
the energy and devotion with which they have met the
demands of the present crisis. They know 'what it is to
work until muscles ache. "I:hey know what it means to ' be
weary when the whistle blows at the end of the shift.

We need no longer pledge that free labor will outproduce slave labor. The workers of America are actually
doing it. They have broken every production schedule.
They are setting new records every day. They are producing the weapops of war in hitherto unheard of
quantities.
Free labor will win!
We are determined that when the terms of peace are
written the Four Freedoms enunciated by President Roosevelt shall be established for all time throughout the
world.
And in addition to these freedoms-freedom of speech
and religion, freedom from want and fear-labor will
insist upon a fifth essential element to this glorious code.
That is the freedom of workers in every land to join free
and democratic trade unions of their own choice.

On the same day, Philip Murray, president of
the CIO said:

And to these declarations I should like to add
that Labor's role in the war effort will fit it to
play an equally important part in solving the
problems of peace, for in this we believe that it
will receive the . merited understanding and cooperation of every progressive element in our
community.

Organized . labor can be justly proud, on this Labor
Day, of its record in war production. Our unions, Jong
before Pearl Harbor, began planning and organizing all
their energies to increase production.
·
•Reported in PM, November 29, 1942.

